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Praise for Wu Ming-Yi and The Stolen Bicycle

About Wu Ming-Yi

Longlisted for the 2018 Man Booker International Prize

Award-winning novelist Wu Ming-Yi is also an artist,
designer, photographer, literary professor, butterfly
scholar, environmental activist, traveller and blogger, and
is widely considered the leading writer of his generation
in his native Taiwan.

‘A work of astonishing energy, in which Wu beautifully
touches on loss, life and death, fate and destiny,
establishing emotional connections between memory
and objects, and between the natural world and war…a
novel that provides comfort and reconciliation from a
wounded past.’ Thinking Taiwan
‘The novel, inspired by his love for bicycles and
Taiwanese history, brings readers back to a simpler time
when life moved more slowly and people spent more
time face-to-face with friends and neighbors. Riding a
bike allowed people to appreciate and digest the details
of the world around them.’ Taipei Times
‘A profoundly moving novel, such is the power of words
and depth of feeling by Taiwanese author Wu MingYi…He turns events into linguistic gold with his poetic,
dreamlike language.’ Good Reading
‘A visionary ride through flame-scorched lands and
machine-clutching trees and metamorphoses into
metal and earth…“World is crazier and more of it than
we think,/Incorrigibly plural”, Louis MacNeice wrote…
Multiply that by 10 or so and you get some sense of
Wu’s astonishing, often-affecting kaleidoscope.’
NZ Listener
‘Unusual insights and vividly observed detail abound in
this witty and sensitive story.’ Toowoomba Chronicle
‘The author uses conversation, flashbacks of memory,
war diaries, memoir and voice recordings to create a
network of literary tributaries in bringing together this
ambitious, far-reaching narrative that touches so many
unique aspects of Taiwan’s history, culture, development
and influences.‘ Word by Word

A Reader’s introduction to The Stolen Bicycle
Wu Ming-Yi’s The Stolen Bicycle is both a remarkable
feat of storytelling and an ode to it: as the narrator,
Ch’eng, says in the opening line, ‘every time something is
described anew it becomes meaningful anew’.
At the heart of the novel is Ch’eng’s quest to find out
what happened to his father’s bicycle, which—along with
Ch’eng’s father—went missing twenty years ago. In his
search for answers, Ch’eng must enlist the help of A-pu,
an antique collector with an extraordinary collection in
his ‘cave’; Abbas, a photographer from the indigenous
Tsou community; Sabina, who is inspired to write about
her mother’s life; and Shizuko, whose love for zoos and
animals is entwined with painful memories.

The Stolen Bicycle is intricately structured: each story is
intensely personal yet also weaves in broader historical
events, such as the battles of the Second World War,
the rise and fall of Taiwan’s butterfly trade, and the
development and manufacturing of bicycles. Characters
often hint at their stories before fully revealing them some
time later, and the overlaps between these different tales
create a rich and rewarding experience for the reader.
With its breathtaking scope—encompassing war,
industrialisation, art, family, human–animal bonds and
more—The Stolen Bicycle is a thought-provoking novel
full of ideas to discuss. Ultimately, it also reminds us
of the power of storytelling: how it allows us to forge
connections with those around us, with our own past, and
with our collective history.
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Questions for discussion
1.

‘I found out early in my career as a writer that fiction
and reality are so closely intertwined that any
textual element is suspect—but treating anything in
a novel as true is dangerous.’ (p. 47) How does The
Stolen Bicycle blur the boundaries between fiction
and reality, and how does that influence the reading
experience?

2.

The stories told by the various characters can seem
larger than life. What part does mythology play in
history—and what part should it play?

3.

The epigraph to ‘Bike Notes I’ reads: ‘In this way,
a bicycle is not simply a bicycle.’ What do bicycles
symbolise to the characters in the novel? And what
is the significance of the ‘Bike Notes’ chapters?

4.

5.

6.

A-pu says that he’s experienced many interesting
things while looking for second-hand goods. Why
does he choose to tell Ch’eng the story of the old
Lucky workshop and its owner, the old master who
insists on holding on to his toolkit?
‘I don’t believe in fate, to be honest—only luck…
What we make of the lucky breaks we’re given is
what matters.’ (p. 52) To what extent does this play
out in the novel? Do you agree with Ch’eng’s take
on luck?
For many years, Ch’eng’s parents wanted a son, and
they unexpectedly ended up with two. Compare
Ch’eng with his brother and sisters, and the roles
they play in the family. How would you characterise
the relationships between the different family
members?

7.

Ch’eng, Abbas and Shizuko all have missing or
distant fathers. How do their experiences overlap,
and how do they differ? Why do you think Ch’eng’s
father left his family, and what happened to him?

8.

When Ch’eng sees his brother performing, for a
moment he thinks his brother ‘could be forgiven
for all the rotten things he’d done…[this] was the
fulfilment of his duty in this life’ (p. 194). What can be
justified in the name of art? Consider this question
also in relation to Ch’eng’s writing, as well as
Sabina’s mother and her butterfly collages.

9.

Animals feature prominently in the novel, from
the butterfly industry, to the elephants in the war,
to the animals at the Maruyama Zoo. What is the
relationship between these creatures and the
humans around them? What ethical questions are
raised by the treatment of these animals?
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that ‘if you stand in front of dying people, integrity
isn’t enough’ (p. 153).
11. Pasuya says of his war experience: ‘The most
essential part of me has…disappeared into the
forests of northern Biruma.’ (p. 224) Why do you
think that is? How does his experience compare with
Squad Leader Mu’s? And what new insights does
the novel provide on the Second World War?
12. Ch’eng repeats this motto to Sabina: ‘The love of
old things is a way of respecting time.’ (p. 235) What
does the novel have to say about the attachment we
form with material things?
13. Consider Little Hsia’s thoughts on antique bikes and
his refusal to restore them (p. 316). How do we draw
the line between honouring the past and renewing
something so that it continues to have life?
14. ‘I always feel that Ma and her whole generation
carried around a contradiction in their heads: they
feared incompleteness, but also worried about
things being too perfect.’ (p. 243) Why would this
contradiction be specific to Ch’eng’s mother’s
generation? How might this fear change over
generations?
15. What were your initial impressions of the opening
chapter? Re-read the chapter and discuss your
reaction now in light of Second Uncle’s account on
page 328. Why did the author choose to open the
novel with this story?
16. In the translator’s note, Darryl Sterk says he has
tried to retain the linguistic diversity of the original
text. How did this affect your reading of The Stolen
Bicycle? Consider, too, this statement in Wu’s
postscript: ‘Languages are not mere casks for
wine; the cask makes the wine.’ (p. 369) Discuss this
idea both in relation to translated fiction and more
broadly.

10. Abbas says that the biggest difference between
writing a poem and taking a photograph is that ‘to
take a photograph, you have to go to the place…
and going somewhere changes a person’ (pp. 152–
53). Do you agree with this? Discuss the work of war
photographers and the quote from Don McCullin,
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